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Notes / Special Instructions: Although this release and future releases 

may contain work related to FHIR Transfer of Care, this functionality is 

not yet currently available. 

 

    

         

  

This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

API     

JIRA ID SN/SF 
Ref 

Type Title Description 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

Console     

JIRA ID SN/SF 
Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-3604 N/A Bug Document Counts not 
loading 

When logged in to the console as a 
customer, the document counts drop down 
do not load unless the user refreshes the 
page. A fix has now been applied which 
now loads the document count drop down 
as expected. 

D10-3674 N/A Bug Inactive Orgs showing on 
collection creation 

If a PCTI user created new inactive 
organisations and then attempted to setup 
a collection, the inactive organisation 
would show as an option. An amendment 
has been made to correct the filtering 
options provided on the collections page. 

D10-3695 N/A Bug User Type Dropdown 
A minor UI issue was noticed during 
testing where the user type filter 
overlapped the inaction dropdown. This UI 
issue has now been fixed and should now 
be aligned correctly. 

D10-3725 N/A Bug Document List Filter Button 
After setting filters on the documents list 
and clicking the filter button twice, all filters 
were cleared back to default. This is now 
resolved and no longer reverts to default 
filters. 

 

Infrastructure     

JIRA ID SN/SF Ref Type Title Description 

D10-3820 N/A Task Automation testing Placeholder for automation testing. 

D10-3871 N/A Task Automation Scripting Placeholder for automation scripting. 



D10-3675 N/A Task Deploy the FHIR API This task was created to allow time for the 
deployment of the FHIR API in Connect 
and to make sure everything is working as 
expected. This has now been complete 
with some help from DevOps and FHIR 
has now been successfully deployed. 

 


